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A LAW GRADUATE - SCOPE AND OPPORTUNITIES 
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A LAW GRADUATE - SCOPE AND OPPORTUNITIES 

Law is a term which does not have a universally accepted definition, but one definition is that 

Law is a system of rules and guidelines which enforced through Social Institutions to govern the 

behavior. A Law graduate, Yes, is like a Batsman because they have to be alert for 24 hours, 

Reason being Ignorance, Irrelevant Talk, Aggressive Posture, Incomplete Knowledge about the 

case can become the reason of 'Clean Bold' from the Ground. As per the efficiency and earning 

factors are concerned, case studies have shown that while Public services and Government 

Attorneys do not expect to make big bucks, Corporate Law Positions have traditionally paid 

some of the highest salaries of any industries, but their lofty positions are not „Recession Proof‟. 

So it can rightly be concluded and “Yes, it is indeed true that a Lawyer, A Law Graduate if 

works as per their abilities then they can without any doubt earn as per their efficiencies are.” 
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A LAW GRADUATE - SCOPE AND OPPORTUNITIES 

When we talk about the Law its history goes back to our Freedom Fighters which includes 

constellation of Lawyers like MAHATMA GANDHI, MOTILAL NEHRU, JAWAHARLAL 

NEHRU, C.RAJAGOPALACHARI, DR.RAJENDRA PRASAD AND DR. B.R.AMBEDKAR 

to name a few. The role of Lawyer in the framing of the constitution needs no special mention. In 

a profession with such a vivid history it is regretful, to say the least, to witness instances of the 

nature of the present kind. The role and status of the lawyer at the beginning of sovereign and 

Democratic India is accounted as extremely vital in deciding that the Nation administration was 

to be Governed by the Rules and the Laws. They were considered Intellectuals amongst the 

Elites of the country and social Activist amongst the Downtrodden. Lawyers are the officers of 

the court in the administration of justice. 

 

“LAW IS A TERM WHICH DOES NOT HAVE A UNIVERSALLY ACCEPTED 

DEFINITION, BUT ONE DEFINITION IS THAT LAW IS A SYSTEM OF RULES AND 

GUIDELINES WHICH ENFORCED THROUGH SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS TO 

GOVERN BEHAVIOUR' 

 

LAW and ORDER is essential in all communities. In an orderly law abiding community people 

can plan ahead, work in safety and do business in trust. 

 

Research Methodology – For the study Secondary tools were used, which includes books, 

Journals, newspapers, internet and google scholar.  

 

LAWYERS’ ROLE 

A Lawyer is an "officer of the court”. This means that, though the lawyer is supposed to 

represent the client, an underlying Duty binds the Lawyer to the legal system itself. This duty 

includes rules of court etiquette and deference to Judges. It also includes allegiance to 

conventional Jurisprudence. In short, Lawyer tend to become more attached to other Lawyers 

and to the “NORMAL” way of doing law than to their client. 
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In case where a lawyer represents oppressed or marginalised people, the Lawyer all too easily 

takes control, determining not only which legal tactics and strategy will be employed, but also 

the overall goal of the case. When the lawyer has little or no real understanding of the client 

World-view, as often occurs in Indian cases, the entire purpose of the case can be completely 

transformed bringing about results that may be antithetical to those intended by the clients. But 

the Lawyer will typically say that this is the way it has to be done. 

 

Like "When I have a Particular Case in hand, I have that motive and feel an interest in the case, 

feel an interest in ferreting out the questions to the bottom, love to dig up the Question 

by the roots and hold it up and dry it before the fires of the mind." 

 

SCOPE 

Across the Globe, there has been a distinct rise in the number of students who take up LAW as a 

profession, making this third wing of the Democratic system, one of the most sought after 

careers. 

 

As the society is getting more civic, conscious and aware about the legal frame work, the jobs in 

law are also gaining popularity and high Scope. 

 

Lawyer act as both ADVOCATES and ADVISORS on behalf of their clients as Advocates, they 

represent either the plaintiff or the defendant and advance their client‟s case through oral 

argument or written documents such as motions and briefs. As Advisors, Lawyers, counsel 

clients on how the facts of their particular case apply to the law. 

 

Lawyer can also find employment opportunities in PUBLIC and PRIVATE Sector organisations. 

Most of the lawyer prefer to become an ADVOCATE and practice law as a profession. For that 

they have to enrol with local, state, central bar council. 

 

They can be appointed as JUDGES of various courts, as ATTORNEY and SOLICITOR 

GENERAL, as PUBLIC PROSECUTOR and also in DEFENCE, TAX and LABOUR 

DEPARTMENTS. Moreover Lawyer can also work as LEGAL ADVISORS for firm. 
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organisations and families. They also can be appointed as COMPANY SECRETARIES in 

various firms. 

 

They also can work with LEGAL CONSULTANCY FIRMS dealing with tax, excise, patent, 

labour and environmental Laws. They also can work as TRUSTEES of various trusts, LAW 

REPORTERS in media industries. Besides Lawyers have also ample career options in LAW 

SCHOOLS and COLLEGES as a TEACHER/PROFESSOR. In addition to this Lawyers also can 

join POLITICS because they have large public contacts. These non-profit organisations like 

NGO‟S are need the service of Lawyers. International agencies like UNO, ILO and ICJ also 

employ Lawyers of good reputation and track records. 

 

CORPORATE world has enough opportunities for the LLB graduates. Day are gone when 

advocates Were known as “LORDS OF BLACK COAT”.CORPORATE SECTOR in India is 

paying good salary and lots of other facilities than many litigating lawyers do. Some of the 

highly paid corporate legal position are, CORPORATE IN HOUSE COUNSEL, LEGAL 

MANAGER, LEGAL ASSOCIATES etc. 

 

CONCLUDE 

So it is rightly said that A Law Graduate is definitely like a batsman in an open field Where they 

can earn according to their ability and efficiency. But if you want to be a Lawyer then what 

ABRAHAM LINCOLN said, "if you wish to be a lawyer, attach no consequence to the Place 

you are in, or the person you are with, but get books, sit down anywhere and go to reading for 

yourself. That will make a lawyer of you quicker than any other way. 

 

So, in the end we can say that, a lawyer is not only limited to the courts but has a huge scope & 

ample of opportunities in today's era.   
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